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ABSTRACT
Giving computers the ability to learn from demonstrations is important for users to perform complex
tasks. In this paper, we present an intelligent self-learning interface for dynamic human pose recogni-
tion. We capture 20 samples for an unknown pose to train a stable generative adversarial networks
(GAN) system which aims to conduct data enhancement, then we adopt a threshold isolation method
to distinguish relatively similar poses. A few minutes of learning time is sufficient to train a GAN
system to successfully generate qualified pose samples. Our platform provides a feasible scheme for
micro-intelligent interface, which can benefit to human-robot interaction greatly.
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CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Gestural input; User interface management systems; HCI
theory, concepts and models; Activity centered design.
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INTRODUCTION
A major interior of most existing human-computer interfaces is that they can only perform predefined
tasks. Traditionally they obtain some priori knowledge to "remember" established rules and regulations,
however, this kind of strategy lacks self-learning ability, and they can’t expand to new recognition
patterns quickly. Artificial intelligence especially deep learning (DL) has shown fantastic generalization
performance on pose estimation and gesture classification [5], but DL based methods are highly
dependent on sufficient sample data. Collecting enough samples and manually labelling will consume
plenty of time, and technically speaking, training is still modelling some patterns and telling machines
to "remember" them, but not to "learn". We think an intelligent machine should be capable of learning
from real-time demonstrations or several samples, and can distinguish new patterns and off-the-
shelf ones [4]. Hence we design a micro-intelligent platform for dynamic human pose recognition,
it only needs 20 samples as basic knowledge to learn target human pose. Our designed platform is
based on end-to-end architecture, and it can finish recognizing an unknown human pose within 10
minutes. The learning and recognition process without human intervention will greatly improve the
human-computer interaction experience.

Figure 1: End-to-end architecture of MI-
POSE. Training and recognition process
don’t require manual intervention.

In this extended abstract, we first present the technical details that power our critical micro-
intelligent human pose recognition platform. Next, we show how to create a new dynamic human
pose and make the platform recognize it. Besides, we provides effect contrast between using our
proposed agent and just raw sample data. Finally, we conclude with a brief discussion of future work.

RELATED WORK
GAN has developed a lot since it was proposed, such as CVAE-GAN [1] and StarGAN [3]. Among all
the derivative methods of GAN, deep convolutional generative adversarial networks (DCGAN) is one
of the most widely used and stable methods [6]. It adopts two CNN modules as generative network
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and adversarial network. It uses a set of random noise as input to generate data approximating the
original samples, and stops training when the network can’t tell whether the generated data is real or
not. In this document, we adopt DCGAN as intelligent agent to do data enhancement.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
The offline real-time dynamic human pose recognition platform is built using OpenPose [2], the
most popular open-source human pose recognition system based on state-of-art methods. Figure 1
demonstrates the architecture of our proposed platform. We use OpenPose to detect human keypoints.
When a new pose starts, the platform saves real-time keypoints to a JSON file. Normalization module
processes the JSON data to make them conform to a specific length. Encoder module is used to
encode discrete pose sequences into images. DCGAN module uses encoded images to generate more
synthetic samples. Decoder module decodes generated samples back to sequences of original format.
Classifier module uses a sliding window to match webcam input stream with stored samples and
output recognition results. Our platform runs on GTX 1050 only using webcam, written in Python for
the development.

Figure 2: Regulation of encoding discrete
sequences into images.

MODULES
OpenPose: OpenPose can provide human body keypoints from still images and videos. In order to
accelerate recognition speed of webcam input, we adopt a slight model which can run 10±2 FPS on
our laptop.

Normalization: Since that it’s impossible for all samples of a pose having the same length, we design
the normalization module to modify random-length sequences to 15 frames. It means that each
human pose contains 15 frames of body keypoints and should be performed within about 2 seconds.
If an acquired pose sequence has more than 15 frames, we use every 15 frames in this sequence as
one sample. Otherwise, this acquired sequence is used as a sample.
Encoder : DCGAN can only process images, so we encode discrete body keypoints sequence into

images. The encoding regulation is shown as Figure 2. The platform uses 12 keypoints to configure
and recognize target pose(see Figure 3, "head" is one keypoint), and each keypoint has two values,
each pose contains 15 frames. Therefore one pose sequence can be encoded into a 19 × 19 image.

DCGAN : DCGAN is the most time-consuming process in the platform. We have experimented that
the network can reach a stable state after 300 echos of training. We generate 1k samples for a new
pose. On our laptop (Ubuntu, 18.04 LTS), it will take around 5 minutes to collect such number of
samples.

Decoder : Decoder is exactly reversible process of encoder. Its main function is to transform generated
images back to keypoint sequences.

Figure 3: Body keypoints display using
OpenPose. The center keypoint in the
head represents the head keypoint.
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Test Conditions

Pose DCGAN Raw Raw&Noise Pose DCGAN Raw Raw&Noise

Swipe Up 99.5% 95.25% 97.0% Zoom in 100.0% 98.5% 99.0%
Swipe Down 98.0% 94.50% 96.75% Zoom out 99.5% 96.0% 99.0%
Swipe Left 99.0% 96.75% 98.50% Rotate Left 99.25% 92.5% 93.75%
Swipe Right 99.75% 90.0% 97.50% Rotate Right 99.25% 97.0% 98.0%

Table 1: Recognition results comparison of DCGAN agent, raw samples, and raw samples with noise.
We can see that our agent has better robustness that the others.

Classifier : Classifier has two major functions. One is in the process of recognition. We store 20
frames of data before the current frame, then set a sliding window traversing from -19(the farthest
frame) to -14, each step output a undetermined pose, totally 6 poses. Finally we choose the pose
with the highest frequency as the target pose. The other function is in the process of learning. When
the platform is going to record a new pose, and this pose is pretty similar with an existing pose, our
platform gives up recording new pose and tells the users that a similar pose is already in use. Classifier
adopts a predefined threshold to perform similarity measurement.

Figure 4: An Instant Process of MIPOSE
Platform Running.

EXPERIMENT
Setup
Figure 4 shows the main interface of our platform. We use left hand as the switch to start and turn
on/off learning mode. Left hand going up/down means "mode on/off", while going right means "start
learning". When the platform learns a new pose, there should be 3 seconds of stationary time before
the start and after the end of the pose, to ensure that the normalization module can segment target
keypoint sequences easily.

The main contribution of our MIPOSE platform is DCGAN based intelligent agent. We experiment
three strategies to validate the superiority and practicability of our proposed architecture, which are
(1) DCGAN agent, (2) 20 raw samples, (3) 20 raw samples with another 20 samples with random noise.
We collect 400 recognition results each for 8 poses from 8 people, shown in Table 1.

Result
The comparison result shows in Table 1. We can see that our micro-intelligent agent has better
performance that the others.
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CONCLUSION
We introduce a micro-intelligent platform named MIPOSE for dynamic human pose recognition, an
end-to-end interface which is not to "remember" predefined patterns, but has the ability to "learn"
pose patterns. Our platform can greatly reduce the time for designing rules for recognition. We believe
the intelligent agent and designed architecture could benefit HCI practitioners who are interested in
creating more human-like robots.

FUTURE WORK AND IMPACT
Our platform realizes end-to-end pose recognition, and it could learn a new pose within a few of
minutes. The next step will be optimizing DCGAN module to reduce the training time, to further
improve the efficiency of learning.

Our research combines GAN, one of the most potential methods in deep learning, with human pose
recognition. GAN is one of the hottest research topics in deep learning and it will make continuous
improvement in the following years. Our designed architecture integrated with GAN can be more
intelligent, also it can be extended to other areas of HCI like intelligent robot. The future direction of
HCI will be automation and intellectualization, our main contribution is to design a core intelligent
agent, bringing reinforcement learning to traditional HCI. This method provides a new feasible scheme
for researchers those will study intelligent HCI and create more human-like robots in the future.
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